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Red is 16 and lives with Granny in a cottage in the village, where boarding up the house and
hiding during Wolfstime is a means of survival. Red help's Granny with Granny's baked good
business, catering as well as door-to-door sales.Red has a constant internal battle between her
wild side and her strict, overprotective upbringing, and the issue of "control" as she discovers
she has a hot temper when the "mean girls" push her too far. ("When we learn to control it, we
needn't fear it," Rumpelstiltskin says in the series.) She has flashbacks to her 13th year when
she received her cloak and the nickname "Red."Plagued by nightmares she doesn't understand
and a temper she can't control, Red struggles to save Granny's troubled business and to nurture
her budding romance with Peter, even as the betrayal of her classmates awakens the wolf within.

About the AuthorWendy Toliver is the award-winning author of four YA novels: The Secret Life of
A Teenage Siren, Miss Match, Lifted, and Once Upon A Time: Red's Untold Tale. She lives in the
Utah mountains with three sons, two cats, two dogs, and one husband. She enjoys reading,
hiking, wakeboarding, snowboarding, watching movies, sweet potato fries, Halloween, and
daydreaming.
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melissa, “Red/Ruby. OUAT. So far a good book. I wish they had made more for OUAT. I love the
backstories.  The cook is good quality and got here quick.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Red's story is as enchanting and beautiful as the book cover!. Red's
story is as enchanting and beautiful as the book cover! I read it in two days, whenever I had time,
between daily errands and chores...and could not wait to get back to the book. Ms Toliver's
writing is very descriptive and at times really poetic, and pulls one right into the story. It felt as I
was there, in Granny's little house, in the enchanted forest and in the town. The characters are
very well developed and I felt that I knew them all by the end of the book. I loved Red, and
Granny and especially the wizard! I could see the wizard in my mind's eye and could hear him
talk. I smiled continuously during Red's encounter with the wizard. The story made me laugh and
dab at a tear or two and I was scared for the townspeople during Wolfstime and also horrified at
times. I've read books where flashbacks do not work... this book wasn't one of them. It worked
perfectly. Red's Untold Tale is one of those books that made me read slower toward the end
because I did not want it to end. I think this book is a fun read for all ages.”

chertie, “Loved it! Great deal on a beautiful well written book!. I love Once Upon a Time, so I was
very excited to see a book about Red's story! The book was great! Wendy Toliver did a great job
of telling us Red's story and left us hanging for a sequel??!! (Hope hope!) It's a book that
anyone would enjoy- decriptive and creative, family friendly, an easy read for teen to adult. I
would like to add that it is a beautiful book!!! Red and black etched- black edges, black scrolled
chapter pages- it's probably the prettiest book I've ever purchased. Would make an awesome
gift for anyone- any age. May buy a few for Christmas presents for the hard to buy for people on
my list. At $14 range is a great deal. Loved it!”

Unknown, “Highly Recommend. Found this book in a local Books A Million and made a mental
note to find the book and buy it one day. When I finally did it was from Amazon so I was a little bit
skeptical thinking that it would be a ripoff but it wasn’t. I love the smallness of the book and I still
haven’t read all of it but the bits that I did read makes me want to continue (sadly I’ve got books
lined up to be read so this one will have to wait) but I do recommend it for any and everyone!”

Tiffany Gill, “Watch for damaged products. I enjoyed the storyline and the cuteness of the
smaller style book however my book arrived with the front cover ripped. The book is fine and
perfectly readable however I prefer my books to be in pristine condition if possible and not to
mention I did pay for the book to be brand new and typically that would mean not damaged. Plus
this was to be a gift.”

Mary, “Excited.. Excited to read little damage to pages but they are ok now. Can't even tell.”



Lisa A. Williams, “A worthy read. I have never watched the series, but that doesn’t mean I didn’t
enjoy this story. I found myself cheering for Red and her relationship with peter. It inspired me to
start watching the series to get the full background.  Happy reading.”

Lexi Vixyn, “fast shipping and perfect condition. as a huge red fan and once upon a time fan i
totally enjoyed it. I would recomend it , it was nice to see more of reds background. Would
recomend to anyone who like Once Upon a Time”

Tina Spicer, “Good read. Different angle on an old tale - fits in well with the TV series”

laura, “Amazing. Perfect item x”

The Wild Wolf Pack of England, “FIVE STARS. :) :) :) :) :). Its so amazing and ideal for creative
minds. I would totally recommend it. Five starts :) Great for kids (and grown ups), with wide
ranges if imagination”

Debs, “Great gift. Bought as gift for my grandaghter. She loved it”

The book by David M. Haugen has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 452 people have provided feedback.
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Language: English
Paperback: 128 pages
Reading age: 12 - 18 years
Lexile measure: 850L
Grade level: 7 - 12
Item Weight: 1.12 pounds
Dimensions: 6 x 1.38 x 7.38 inches
Hardcover: 416 pages
Library Binding: 128 pages
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